Company Name:

Household-Plumbing

Primary Trade:

Distance from you:

0.00Miles

Contact Name:

Neil Smith

Full Address:

8 Haybarn Close,
Halesowen

Postcode:

B62 9EN

Contact Telephone:

01384 929000

Contact Email:

neilsmith2323@gmail.com

Contact Fax:

Company Website:

http://www.household-plumbing.co.uk

Company Number:
Comments:

Contact Mobile:

07968786449

From a dripping tap to a complete bathroom covering Sandwell & Dudley, prices from £40

Location map:

Services Provided:
Bathroom Design & Installation
Plumbers / Plumbing
Tiling Services
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Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

10 Points

10

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
30-Sep-2020

Neil was energetic and chatty. I initially called him out
to fix a leak in the kitchen and I thought while he was
there I'll ask him to look at the bathroom sink and toilet
flush which he sorted quickly. He seemed like an
honest man, open and friendly. Would recommend
him.

09-Jun-2020

excellent service and smiles all round, very pleasant
and helpful with other trades persons. Replaced the
house stop tap and leaking cold water pipe. very
proficient and clean in working area, i am extremely
pleased with the job undertaken thanks. Have added
his name of people trusted to work in my house

26-Feb-2020

very pleased with work carried out

26-Feb-2020

The product recommendation was sound. The
installation looks very professionally done. The house
was left tidy on completion.

18-Dec-2019

Neil has been consistently reliable over the number of
years when we have had need to call upon his services.
He has been prompt and efficient, as well asvery
knowledgable in his work. He is also friendly and is
always willing to chat to us. He is recommended
without reservation.

08-Oct-2019

Neil has done work in my home on three occasions. He
sourced quality products and provided good solid
workmanship. He took problems in his stride, for
example, made good the unexpected pothole left from
the removal of my toilet. His timekeeping was good.
His plumbing advice to me proved sound. Waste was
removed quickly. I was comfortable with him in my
home. However, the thing that stood out for me mostly
is that Neil listened. He took good note of my
requirements and delivered far better than my
expectations. Would I recommend him? â definitely!

30-Jun-2019

Excellent service. Neil arrived on schedule and
replaced our bathroom ceiling exactly as requested,
overcoming a tricky problem along the way. He also
replaced a tile that had been removed to fix our
underfloor heating. He did a great job. We would
definitely use him again and recommend him to our
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friends.
27-Jun-2019

I have employed Neil Smith on a number of occasions
over the past year or so on a variety of plumbing jobs,
which included replacement fittings (internal and
external), repairs and installation of a heated towel rail.
Neil has been completely reliable and trustworthy,
keeping to times agreed for visits and effecting the
repairs to complete satisfaction. He was also extremely
helpful during an emergency call with a major water
leak at a relatives and was on site inside an hour. I
would have no hesitation in recommending Neil and
consider him to be my 'go-to person' for plumbing work
and queries.

22-Jun-2019

Mr Smith solved a really tricky problem, to replace a
corroded leaking expansion tank, where the thread
linking it to the main hot water tank was jammed tight.
Then when the seal leaked overnight he turned out on
a Sunday morning and came up with an alternative
solution that fixed the problem. Considering the
difficulty of the job his charge was very reasonable.

02-May-2019

Neil is a reliable and trustworthy worker. He kept in
touch concerning a date for carrying out the work and
turned up as promised on time. He re-grouted and
re-sealed part of a very mouldy walk-in shower and
made it look as good as new, leaving it with an
excellent finish. I would thoroughly recommend him.
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